ADVANCED POWERTRAIN SOLUTIONS SILVER NO FAULT WARRANTY | $200
The APS no fault warranty is an optional policy that mirrors the existing time, mileage and labor coverage of the
standard APS warranty originally included with the unit. The APS no fault warranty is supplemental to the standard
warranty and must be purchased at the time of original sale. This warranty gives the customer peace of mind that
previously denied claims due to freight damage, installation errors or related vehicle component part failures will be
covered.

ADDITIONAL COVERAGE INCLUDED:
The no fault warranty covers the first time non-manufacturing responsible defect for the unit value and installation
labor up to the original coverage timeline. Maximum labor coverage is still $50.00 per hour at ALLDATA time.
Dry start, foreign object damage, lack of lubrication, over speed, cracked head or block, detonation or
pre-ignition, overheating and shipping damage are all examples of covered failures under the no fault service
agreement.

WHAT IS EXCLUDED:
Towing, rental car, and fluids are not covered under the no fault warranty. Parts and labor warranty under the no fault
agreement is limited to the first time failure of the assembly. Multiple failures due to non-manufacturing defects are not
covered. Engines that are used in a manner that violates the terms of the standard warranty or used for purposes other
than their original intended use is not covered. Do-it yourself repairs and repairs performed by unlicensed repair
facilities are not covered.

____________________________________________________
ADVANCED POWERTRAIN GOLD NO FAULT WARRANTY | $325
The optional APS Gold no fault warranty upgrade adds coverage for towing, rental car, fluids, and additional labor
coverage for unit installation.

TOWING : Towing will be covered up to a maximum of $100.00. Customers must supply a copy of the invoice
from the towing company.

RENTAL : Car rental will be covered up to 10 days at $35.00 per day maximum. Customers must supply a copy of
the rental contract.

FLUIDS : Fluid replacement will be covered up to $50.00 total.
LABOR : Hourly rates for all authorized repairs will be paid in accordance with the rate that was paid for the original
installation. The hourly rate reimbursed may not exceed $100.00 per hour at ALLDATA time.

